










































DC ‐ 1 Restoration and protection of the natural resources, ecosystems, fisheries, marine and wildlife habitats, beaches, and coastal wetlands of the Gulf Coast region.
DC ‐ 2 Mitigation of damage to fish, wildlife, and natural resources.
DC ‐ 3 Implementation of a federally approved marine, coastal, or comprehensive conservation management plan, including fisheries monitoring.
DC ‐ 4 Workforce development and job creation.
DC ‐ 5 Improvements to or on State parks located in coastal areas affected by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
DC ‐ 6 Infrastructure projects benefitting the economy or ecological resources, including port infrastructure.
DC ‐ 7 Coastal flood protection and related infrastructure.
DC ‐ 8 Planning assistance.
DC ‐ 9 Promotion of tourism in the Gulf Coast Region, including recreational fishing
DC ‐ 10 Promotion of consumption of seafood hravested from the Gulf Coast Region

Measure:   An indicator of success toward reaching a goal. This should reflect "how the applicant will evaluate success" from the narrative of an accepted multiyear plan.
Baseline:  The starting point of the measure. It is the status quo without the grant award.
Target:  The anticipated result of the measure. It is the anticipated new status with the grant award.
Date:  It is the anticipated date for reaching the target.

Measure #:  Starting with 1, number each performance measure.

Progress toward target (reporting period/cumulative):  Leave blank on the initial report. For subsequent reports, record progress made during the reporting period and progress made from the start date of the 
grant award through the current reporting period.
Status/Next Steps:  Briefly describe specific progress and/or challenges related to the measure.

RESTORE Act Status of Performance Report

The purpose of this form is to report the status of progress toward reaching priority goals of the eligible Direct Component (DC) activity (i.e., measuring success, rather than listing milestones or tasks). Please focus 
on a discrete number of priority goals (1‐3) and the corresponding performance measures (1‐5).

Goal(s): Anticipated result(s).  State the priority goal(s) to be achieved with the grant award.  Priority goal(s) should clearly identify with the eligible DC activity.

Eligible Activity/Discipline #:  For a DC grant, select the DC number from the list that corresponds to the DC Eligible Activity associated with that measure.  The DC numbers, along with the corresponding Eligible 
Activities, are listed directly below.

Direct Component (DC) Eligible Activities

Instructions for Completing Form:
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A.  
Eilgible 
Activity #

B:  
Measure #

C.  Measure D.  Baseline E.  Target F.  Target Date G.  Progress Toward 
Target (reporting 

period)

H.  Progress Toward 
Target (cumulative)

I.  Status/Next Steps

Reporting Period Ending:
Goal(s):

Applicant/Grantee:
Title:



































































































































Alabama Gulf Coast Recovery Council 
Proposal Evaluation for Direct Component   Summary Sheet 

 

1 

Project Name:  Baldwin Beach Express - ROW Acquisition   Project ID: 315     

Requested Funding:   $  11,340,000               Additional Funding Sources Amount:  $0     

 

Additional Funding Secured?  Y   N   Unknown        

 

Can Funding be secured from other sources?  Y   N   Unknown        

Geographic Area of Project:  Baldwin County                                                                                                 

Restore Act Project Classification:  Infrastructure benefiting the economy       

1. Key Activities Identified:              

- right of way (ROW) property acquisition to accommodate 24.5-mile Baldwin Beach express extension 

2. Status of Project Readiness/Time to Completion:  

- this ROW acquisition project can move forward immediately; next phases of construction are separate and apart 

from this project 

Time to completion: 2 years 

3. Summary of potential risks to implement and maintain proposed activities:  

-Willing seller is a requirement under Treasury Regulations 31 CFR 34.803(f). 

4. Permit(s) Required: Y   N   Unknown        

 

5. If yes, status of permit(s):        Have not submitted application          Application(s) submitted      

                                                           Permit(s) obtained 

6. Described benefit/need to the community/region:  

- contribute to regional economic growth, recovery and enhanced access for tourism, industrial growth 

7. Comments and summary from independent evaluation: 

Eligible under Bucket 1 and potentially under Bucket 3, subject to infrastructure cap.  

Per 31 CFR 34, infrastructure must be publicly owned. 

Federal procurement standards will apply (2 CFR 200). 

Pass-through award, increase monitoring effort by ADCNR.  

All property acquired will have a federal interest recorded in perpetuity.  

$816k needed by Baldwin County for maintenance cost post construction. Does Baldwin County have these funds? Or 
would the county be looking for a maintenance project associated with the project? 

Anticipate Treasury requiring ALDOT to provide sufficient evidence that funding to complete the actual roadway is in 
place or reasonably attainable.  

Treasury will require some level of assurance that the road will be constructed during a reasonable time period. 
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Supplemental Evaluation Information 

Project Name:   Baldwin Beach Express ROW acquisition         Project ID:  315     

Does project:                

8. Demonstrate benefits in relation to cost of project: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- difficult to assign a cost benefit of acquisition to the construction of the road which then has multiple indirect 

benefits 

 

 

 

9. Quantify or qualify Short-term/long-term economic benefits: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- short term: economic benefits include job creation through the construction of the road, contractors working on the 

acquisition process etc. 

- long term: increased economic opportunities, revenue generation and public safety 

 

 

10. Adequately demonstrate need: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- there is likely a need from an improvement of the evacuation route, as well as improved access to areas, and 

improved safety of the roadway. 

 

11. Prevent adverse impacts elsewhere: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- no impacts through the land acquisition process, including there would be no need for relocation of habitable 

structures 

 

 

12. Expand/promote an existing industry or offers diversification: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

access to north Baldwin mega site and enhanced access to and from Gulf tourist areas 
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13. Demonstrate short‐ or long‐term job creation: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- short term work for contractors associated with land acquisition 

-long term: none identified in proposal, however increased access to tourism and mega site is anticipated to create 

jobs in the future as the area develops and grows. 

 

 

 

 

14. Provide measurable outcomes: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

acreage acquired outcomes for acquisition project 

 

 

 

 

 

   

15. Address potential risks and uncertainties: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

-Anticipate Treasury requiring ALDOT to provide sufficient evidence that funding to complete the actual roadway is in 

place or reasonably attainable.  

- Landowners not willing to sell. Don't know if imminent domain is allowed under this program. The proposal suggests 

proceeding with condemnation in accordance with the Uniform Act and applicable State Law. 

 

16. Address use of cutting-edge technology: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- land acquisition is the central purpose of this project, no cutting-edge technology requirements 

 

 

 

17. Address environmental compliance needs and status: Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- no environmental compliance / permitting pieces 
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18. Demonstrate post‐implementation sustainability, including recurring costs:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- once acquired it will remain in title with the State of Alabama. 

- $816k needed by Baldwin County for maintenance cost. Does Baldwin County have these funds? Or would the 

county be looking for a maintenance project associated with the project? 

 

 

 

 

19. Demonstrate budget reasonableness:  Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- proposal suggests the acquisition of 1202 acres at a budget of little over $11 million - approximately $9,246 per acre. 

 

 

 

20. If Best Available Science is required, is narrative adequate? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- not required for land acquisition 

 

 

21. Can project be phased? Y   N   NA        

Reviewer Comments  

- land acquisition required for the entire ROW for project to move forward. Planning and E&D is complete based on 

proposal information ($8.5 million already committed) 

 

 

22. Is project included in an existing strategic/comprehensive plan? Y   N         

Reviewer Comments  

- likely identified in a broader County or municipality plan but none discussed in the proposal 
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23. Feasibility and Logistics (next steps, hurdles, barriers, other considerations) 

- Need an initial call with Treasury about land acquisition given the differences in the Federal programs 

- maintenance needs post road construction 

 

 

 

 

24. Additional Options (phasing, etc.) 

- no phasing options to this project 

 

 

 

 

25. Additional Comments from Reviewer  

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviewed By:           

         

   Printed Name 

 

QAQC By:                 

                      

   Printed Name 
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